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The measurement of aerodynamic forces and moments acting on an aircraft model is 
important for the development of wind tunnel measurement technology. The primary 
purpose of wind tunnel measurements over the model for the forces and moments is 
to predict the performance of the full-scale vehicle. Force measurement techniques 
in wind tunnel testing are necessary for determining a variety of aerodynamic 
performance parameters. For three-dimensional aircraft models, forces and moments 
are usually measured directly using a balance system. The balance mechanically 
separates the total aerodynamic load on a model into its six aerodynamic 
components. Two fundamental types of balances, external and internal balances, are 
used today. External balances carry the loads outside the tunnel before they are 
measured and internal balances which fit in the model and are arranged to send data 
out through electrical wires. 
In this research work, six-component external balance is commissioned and the 
calibration has been thoroughly checked and the detailed procedure of measurement 
of aerodynamic forces is recommended. A set of winglet has been designed for the 
existing aircraft model at the Aerodynamics laboratory of the Aerospace 
Engineering Department, UPM. Further the aerodynamic forces are measured on the 
aircraft model having a rectangular wing with and without winglet attached to the 
model. Tests have been carried out on the aircraft model with and without winglet at 
the Reynolds numbers 170,000, 210,000 and 250,000. The experimental results 
show that lift curve slope increases by 1-6% with the addition of certain winglet 
configurations and at the same time the drag decreases by 20-28% as compared to 
those for the aircraft model without winglet for the maximum Reynolds number 
considered in the present study. 
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Pengukuran daya dan momen aerodinamik yang bertindak ke atas sesebuah model 
pesawat adalah penting dalam pembangunan teknologi pergukuran untuk bagi 
terowong angin. Tujuan utama pengukuran daya dan momen tersebut terhadap 
model ialah untuk meramal prestasi saiz sebenar kenderaan yang diuji. Teknik 
pengukuran adalah perlu dalam menentukan pelbagai parameter prestasi 
aerodinamik. Untuk model sebuah pesawat tiga-dimensi daya dan momen diukur 
terns menggunakan debuah sistem imbangan. Sistem, imbangan mernisahkan daya 
paduan keatas models kepada enam komponen aerodinamik. Dua jenis azas 
timbangan yang digunakan setakat ini iaitu timbangan luar dan timbangan dalam. 
Timbangan dalam menahan beban diluar terowong sebelum diukur dan timbangan 
dalam yang mana terpasang di dalam model dan diatur untuk mengirim data melalui 
wayar elecktrik. 
Dalam kajian ini, enam komponen imbangan luaran diuji dan tentu ukur diperiksa 
dan prosedur terperinci mengenai pengukuran daya-daya aerodinarnik dicadangkan. 
Satu set "winglet" telah direka untuk model pesawat sedia ada di makmal 
Aerodinamik Jabatan Kejuruteraan Aeroangkasa, UPM. Seterusnya, daya-daya 
aerodinamik terhadap model pesawat - yang mempunyai sayap empat segi tepat 
dengan "winglet" dan tanpa "winglet" telah dianalise. Ujian telah dijalanka ke atas 
model pesawat dingan "winglet" dan tanpa "winglet" pada nombor "Reynolds" 
170000, 2 10000 dan 250000. Keputusan eksperimen menunjukkan bahawa 
kecerunan lengkuk daya angkat meningkat 1-6% dengan menggunakan konfigurasi 
"winglet" tertentu dan dalam masa yang sama daya seret berkurangan sebangak 20- 
28% debgan membandingkan keputusan model pesawat tanpa "winglet" untuk 
nobmor "Reynolds" maksimum yang dipertimbangkan dalam kajian ini. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
One of the primary barriers limiting the performance of aircraft is the drag that the 
- 
aircraft produces. This drag stems from the vortices shed by an aircraft's wings, 
which causes the local relative wind downward (an effect known as downwash) and 
generate a component of the local lift force in the direction of the free stream. The 
strength of this induced drag is proportional to the spacing and radii of these 
vortices. By designing wings, which force the vortices farther apart and at the same 
time create vortices with larger core radii, it may significantly reduce the amount of 
drag the aircraft induces. Airplanes which experience less drag require less power 
and therefore less fuel to fly an arbitrary distance, thus making flight, commercial, 
more efficient and less costly. One promising drag reduction device is the winglet. 
For a number of years many investigations have been carried out to prove the 
possible benefits of modifying wing tip flow. Tip devices have become a popular 
technique to increase the aerodynamic performances of lifting wings. The idea 
behind all the devices described is to diffuse the strong vortices released at the tip 
and optimise the span wise lift distribution, while maintaining the additional 
moments on the wing within certain limits (Filippone, 2004). Winglets have 
increasingly become a popular method of altering the trailing tip vortex system from 
an aircraft wing and thus improve the aircraft performance. A winglet is a device 
used to improve the efficiency of aircraft by lowering the lift-induced drag caused 
by wingtip vortices. A winglet provides an innovative method of achieving the 
vortex arrangement described above. The concept involves constructing wings 
whose tips are small extension in the form of a smaller aerofoil section placed at any 
angle, as shown in Figure 1. I .  
Figure 1.1 : Airplane Configuration with Winglets (Boeing Commercial Airplanes, 
Washington). 
Because the vortices shed by the wing are strongest at the tips of the wing, the 
addition of wing tip surfaces can reduce and diffuse the strength of these vortices, 
thus reducing the overall vortex drag of the aircraft (Asselin, 1997). Two pairs of 
winglets are used with the aircraft model existing in Aerodynamics Laboratory of 
Aerospace Engineering Department, Universiti Putra Malaysia. The longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft model with two-winglet configuration have 
been the subject of this research work. 
Problem Statement 
The airfoil is the heart of an airplane it affects the cruise speed, takeoff and landing 
distances, stall speed, handling qualities (specially near the stall), and overall 
aerodynamic efficiency during all phases of flight. When wing is generating lift, it 
has a reduced pressure on the upper surface and an increased pressure on the lower 
- 
surface. For a wing of finite span, the air on the upper surface flows inward and air 
below the under-surface flows outward. For this reason there is a continual spilling 
of the air round the wing tip from the bottom surface of the wing to the upper 
surface. These two aifflows meet at the trailing edge and cause wing-tip vortices. If 
there is a wing of infinite aspect ratio, the air flows over the wing surface without 
any inward or outward deflection, and therefore no wing-tip vortices, no induced 
drag. But such a thing is impossible in practical flight, and for this reason the 
effective aspect ratio is increased as large as is practicable by using winglet. The 
extension of wingspan permit the lowering of drag but this comes at a cost of 
increasing the strength of the wing and hence its weight. This establishes the need 
for the winglet. Winglets work by increasing the aspect ratio of a wing without 
adding greatly to the structural stress and hence necessary weight of its structure. 
The small extension at the wing tip is called winglet and is placed at any angle to the 
existing wing surface so that the rotating vortex flow at the wing tip creates a lift 
force on the winglet that has a forward component. This forward component of the 
lift force reduces the total wing drag. The idea behind the winglet is to produce a 
flow field that interacts with that of the main wing to reduce the amount of span 
wise flow. That is, the span wise induced velocities from the winglet oppose and 
thereby cancel those generated by the main wing. 
The purpose of this investigation is to study the behaviour of an added winglet of 
varied geometries to a NACA 65-3-218 rectangular wing as a part of an existing 
aircraft model. 
1.3 Objectives of the study 
The main objectives of this research work are 
1. To compare the calibration matrix with calibration matrix provided with the six- 
component external balance as supplied by the manufacturer. 
2. To design and fabricate a set of winglet for the existing aircraft model at the 
Aerodynamics Laboratory of the Aerospace Engineering Department, UPM. 
3. To measure the lift and drag forces and pitching moment of the aircraft model 
having a rectangular wing with and without winglet attached to the model by 
using six-component external balance at the Aerodynamics Laboratory of the 
Aerospace Engineering Department, UPM. 
4. To compare the experimental lift force, drag force and pitching moment for the 
modified wing of an existing aircraft model with an elliptical and a circular 
winglets of given aspect ratio with the results obtained through the unmodified 
aircraft model. 
1.4 Organisation of the Thesis 
The dissertation is divided into five chapters. In chapter one, the requirements of 
winglet in the Aerospace industry for the aircraft model are discussed. This chapter 
